


Does Coaching Really Work? 

Why Does A Person Hire A Coach?

How Does A Coach Work With People?

 

O, The Oprah Magazine's life coach Martha Beck says 
“going through a formal program with a life coach will 
turn your life from dull drudgery into a fantastic 
journey.

Scott Zakarin, 42, a film and television producer who 
most recently produced the reality series "Kill Reality" 
on E! and "The Scorned," the movie spawned by the 
show, credits his coach with saving his company.

Carmit Maile, 31, the redheaded member of the 
Pussycat Dolls sextetshe said, she engaged the 
services of a coach to help her stay the course. 
"There's so much that goes on that it's easy to lose 
your grounding”. 

Jeff Davis, 30, the creator and an executive producer 
of "Criminal Minds," a drama on CBS, went to a coach 
as he was trying to cope, he said, with "the struggles 
of political fights and wrangling of egos" that he found 
when his show went on television. The results, he said, 
have won him over to life coaching, despite his initial 
scepticism.

• To set better goals
• To reach their goals faster
• To eliminate self-limiting beliefs
• To increase motivation
• To get ahead professionally
• To make better decisions
• To have someone to collaborate with
• To improve their relationships
• To make a bigger impact in the world
• To simplify their lives
• To strengthen their Personal Foundation
• To better cope with stress and tolerations
• To become a better individual, partner, parent, 

manager, executive or businessperson.

Here are the most common things that a coach does, 
and why it matters.

A coach listens.
When is the last time someone completely listened to 
you so perfectly that you felt fully heard? When a 
coach listens, they hear you, not just your current 
situation. And when you feel heard, you can hear 
yourself. That's worth a lot. 

A coach lends support.
Recently, people have become willing to reach out and 
find support while they make changes, solve problems, 
and evaluate challenges. This is no longer a sign of 
weakness; it's a sign of intelligence.

A coach often challenges their coachees.
If you look back at your life, you can probably think of 
three people who challenged you to take a chance, 
invest in yourself or make a big change. You may have 

felt stressed then, but are now grateful for the 
courage and care it took for those people to challenge 
you.

A coach is motivational.
Humans being human and life being life, we all need 
help staying focused and motivated. The coach 
provides this because people may need the occasional 
pep talk, encouragement or inspiration – some people 
may want all of this at different times throughout the 
coaching relationship. Whatever flavour of motivation 
someone needs, a coach can provide it. 

A coach guides the coachee.
Life used to be pretty simple. Most people chose a 
career and lifestyle and simply followed it – or fought 
it. But over the past 30 years, we've realized that 
there is no single correct path, and that we can follow 
whichever path we choose. Yet, we were never taught 
how to create a path that's joyful, prosperous and 
balanced.

A coach collaborates with coachees.
Synergy is what occurs when two people collaborate, 
and that's exactly what coaches do. Coaches are 
active co-creators with their coachees, not just 
passive listeners. Most individuals or companies hire a 
coach because they see the value in having a third 
eye, sounding board or creative partner to help them 
achieve what they most want, in the easiest, most 
enjoyable manner.

A coach evolves his or her coachees.
Humans are evolving, just like every other form of life. 
We may call it professional development, personal 
growth or transformation, but these are all part of 
our personal evolution.

A coach asks powerful questions.
One of the best ways to provide value to a coachee is 
to ask the right question at the right time in the right 
manner. We call these Laser Questions – fundamental 
questions that cut to the core of the matter and get 
the coachee thinking bigger and better.
 



A coach understands.
The coach is expected to be understanding – patient, 
caring and respectful of the coachee – and also be a 
professional who understands the dynamic of virtually 
any situation, problem or choice that a coachee is 
facing. Both individuals and teams in organizations 
want to work with a coach who can help them make 
sense of what's going on, so they can start working on 
a solution. 

A coach strategizes.
One of the roles of a coach is to help the coachee 

Coaching focuses on Balancing People

identify the best and easiest way to accomplish 
something or solve a problem. In other words, you help 
the coachee to answer the question, "How will I 
achieve that?" 

Summing up…
Coaching is really an advanced form of relating. Thus, a 
coach applies scores of specialized listening, 
communication and relating skills to help coachees 
identify what they want, clarify who they are and 
develop strategies to reach their goals. 

1. Certainty

2. Uncertainty

3.   Significance

All human beings crave a certain level of safety, 
assurance and predictability in our lives, for this is 
the foundation of our most basic behavior: 
survival. When things are VERY uncertain, we 
tend to be freaked out! Which causes us to reach 
for different vehicles of comfort such as 
friends/family, television, or substances. And once 
we're at a level where we feel certain there are no 
more dangers, we can relax and actually focus on 
the other needs. So this is one spectrum where 
the need for certainty is entirely UNMET, hence 
causing nerve-wrecking stress and pain.

But there's also the other end of the spectrum, 
where the need for certainty is entirely MET. 
Think about it, would you want to watch a 
basketball game if you already knew the score and 
everything that was going to happen in that 
game? Probably not. Now everyone require 
different levels of certainty in their lives, for 
example my own need for certainty is very LOW 
compared to other. So if things get too 
predictable, we get BORED. Hence the reason 
why we seek our next need, which is in directly in 
conflict with our first need.

Another word for uncertainty is variety. We all 
need a change of scenery every now and then, 
watch a new movie, travel to a new country. For 
this is what makes life exciting because we DON'T 
know what to expect, but the uncertainty level is 
still tolerable enough that we know in the end the 
variety will bring us pleasure. Too much 
uncertainty will bring us fear, while not enough will 
cause boredom. So really the first two needs are 
pieces of the same pie, if my need for uncertainty 
is at 70%, then my need for certainty will only be 
at 30%.

Deep down, we all need to feel that we are 
important, unique, and special, and this can be 
manifested in many ways. One vehicle for people is 
by becoming high achievers, because having those 
distinctions makes people feel important. But 
along the need for importance, a poor vehicle 
some people use is by putting down others, for 
that makes them feel like they are better than 

another. Another popular vehicle is acting/ 
dressing in an eccentric way, many people take 
pride in being different and unique for that's what 
fulfills their need for significance. BUT if we strive 
for TOO much significance and uniqueness, we end 
up totally different from everyone else which 
violates our very next need.

We all strive for a level of connection with our 
peers, whether that be in terms of a friendship or 
intimate relationship. The core of all human 
connections are based on similarities or 
sameness with one another, but if we are too 
busy being significant we rarely feel connected or 
similar to someone else. Hence again, the need 
for significance and connection are sharing the 
same piece of the pie. If our need for connection is 
NOT being met, we feel alone and disjointed from 
people. But if it's met entirely, we no longer feel 
different or unique from others, hence losing our 
own identity and violating our need for 
significance.

Everything is either growing or dieing, there's no 
in between. And human beings are no exception, 
we must feel like we are constantly growing in our 
lives. Many people's goal is to reach a certain 
financial target, or style of life, but when they get 
there, they become stagnant. While others might 
envy what these people have or achieve, they 
themselves are unhappy because they are not 
growing anymore. They've reached the plateau, 
and there are no more mountains to climb. But 
we all NEED something to strive for, something 
that'll challenge us to grow and take our lives to 
the next level.

Aside from ourselves, we all desire to make a 
difference and contribute to the greater good. In 
essence, Philanthropy is a universal need for 
everyone, it DOESN'T depend on the person, for 
everything must serve a purpose in the big 
ecosystem. So we as human beings all have a 
deep desire to contribute outside of ourselves, 
whether that's manifested in the friendship circle, 
community, society, or country as a whole.

4. Connection

5. Growth

6. Contribution



Coaching focuses on the Human Life Areas & marrys this to the Corporate Environment in a measurable manner.

Standard Coaching programme

Group or Individual Sessions

Session 1: Coaching explained – establish commitment & expectations

Session 2: Goals – the building blocks of success

Session 3: Resources and milestones – essential stepping stones to your goals

Session 4: Beliefs – how your beliefs move you closer to success

Session 5: Motivation – breaking down negative beliefs and rebuilding the positive

Session 6: Values – adopting a value structure for ultimate success

Session 7: Rules – uncover your hidden rules and always feel positive

Session 8: The Six Human Needs – Which one do you need met?

Session 9: Communication & Projection – all communication is projection

Session 10: Responsibility – The foundation for freedom

Session 11: Questions – the answer to everything

Session 12: Long Term Goals – what would you really love to do?

Session 13: Purpose – True meaning in life
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Original Life Wheel

Growth and Awareness Circle

"The difference between life coaching and therapy is that psychotherapy is about helping people 

heal their wounds, and coaching is about helping people achieve the highest level of their 

fulfilment or happiness or success, whether they're wounded or not." 

Dr Phil

Registered Member of:

Coaches and Mentors of South Africa
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